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In Reference 1, a general theory was developed for predicting the influence of internal component motion on projectile stability. The effect of the center-of-mass motion of a ball rotor in the M505 fuse on the stability of two Army shell was predicted successfully by the theory and it has been recently used in the Air Force development of an improved 20mra projectile.
In another application involving the performance of an 8-inch Army projectile, the effect of the forced precession of a spinning component was correctly predicted.
In a recent projectile design, the need for an internal cantilever beam became apparent. Since this beam could have some movement, the designers have expressed concern as to the possibility of flight instability induced by vibrations of this beam.
It is the purpose of this report to show how the general theory of Reference 1 can be applied to this problem.
II. GENERAL THEORY
The theory assumes that the only part of the component motion that need be considered is that performed at the circular frequency of the fast mode of the projectile pitching and yawing motion. This component motion can be Guidance and Control !_, No. 2, March-April 1978 , pp. 117-122. (See also BEL MR 2731 , AD A037338, February 1977 A : there is a systematic error in all (j) relations in Reference 1. It can be corrected, however, by replacing (|) by $ + 180° in all of these relations and this is the cause of the minus signs in Equations (5-6).
III. APPLICATION TO CANTILEVER BEAM
e and y can be estimated easily since they are fixed by clearances or by elastic properties of the projectile structure. The phase angles, 4) and (j) , depend on friction forces of some kind and are quite diffi- To illustrate the use of this theory on a 155mm shell with an internal cantilever beam, we will use the parameters given in Table 1 . This 45-kg shell has a 3.4-kg forward-facing cantilever beam whose attachment point is 23 cm forward of the shell center of mass. If we assume the beam has a parabolic deflection in a plane containing the projectile's axis and take y t0 be the inclination at its center. For no internal friction, 6 should be 180° for positive x . An e c extreme upper bound for the effect of friction would be given by a change in this phase angle of 60°. Thus we will assume di to be 240°. e Equation (2) can now be used to give a conservative estimate of the required deflection to change X by 50%.
(If x were negative, the no friction value of ^ is 0° and we would assume the friction value to be 60°.) A relation between deflection and fast-mode amplitude can be obtained by assuming that the beam deflection can be described by an elastic spring constant k and equating the spring force to the centrifugal force. Equations (10) and (12) show that a p of 630 1/s is required for the beam to cause significant instability. Our projectile has a p four CR times larger than this so it can only have trouble if its beam is sixteen times softer than it is.
In summary, then, the theory of Reference 1 can be used to determine the effect on stability of an interior Cantilever beam. If rough estimates show a very small effect, a more detailed analysis is unnecessary. In our example this is the case.
